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School Information

School Name: Manawa Elementary School

School Address: 800 Beech Street

Building Principal: Ms. Danni Brauer

Email Address: dbrauer@manawaschools.org

Phone: (920) 596-2559

FAX: (920) 596-5308

Title IA Coordinator: Melanie Oppor/Michelle Johnson

Phone: (920)851-5508

Email Address: moppor@manawaschools.org/
mjohnson@manawaschools.org/

Planning Year: 2020-2021
revised annually

Local School Board
approval date:

July 19, 2021

District Information

School District Name: School District of Manawa

District Administrator: Dr. Melanie J. Oppor

Phone: (920) 596-5308

Email address: moppor@manawaschools.org

Schoolwide Planning Team
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Date when Plan will be implemented: 2021-2022 school year

Parents: Jen Rosin, Katie Sitter

School Staff:
(include position)

Valerie Pari- Math Specialist/Interventionist
Luanne Ujazdowski- Counselor

Administrator(s):
(include position)

Danni Brauer- Elementary Principal
Michelle Johnson- District Reading Specialist

Community
Members:

Jen Rosin, Katie Sitter

Others (Optional):

Planning Process

This schoolwide plan is designed around the “Ten Comprehensive Components of a
Schoolwide Plan.”

Manawa Elementary School is considered a Schoolwide Title I school.  Schoolwide
programs serve all children in a school. All staff, resources, and classes are part of the
overall Schoolwide program. The purpose is to generate high levels of academic
achievement in core subject areas for all students, especially those students most in
need.

Communication Plan
Processes and opportunities to develop the SW plan:
The School District of Manawa will establish a Title I team to work on our schoolwide
plan.  It is essential that we have representation from administration, teachers, and
community members.  The reading specialist will coordinate the meetings that will take
place to review data and discuss the plan. The reading specialist  will attend CESA 6
Title I Schoolwide Program Writing workshops throughout the year to keep abreast of
new information and receive guidance and support. This plan will be reviewed annually.

Processes and opportunities to inform, solicit and receive input from stakeholders:
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Once the initial meetings have taken place, the reading specialist will contact the
community members that are part of the team.  We will meet to discuss the progress of
the plan and review and make changes based on stakeholder input.

School Profile
Manawa Elementary School

400 Beech Street
Manawa, WI 54949

(920)596-5700

Manawa Elementary School is a 4K-5 grade school proudly ser�ng approximately 238

young learners in central Wisconsin. The following profile is a brief summary of our school’s

mission statement and annual goals based on our assessment data. Our entire staff is

committed to working in partnership with our families and community to make this the best

school possible for our kids. We want all to feel welcomed and valued.

MES Mission Statement:
MES is a supportive and encouraging en�ronment where students and staff can learn and

grow through a collaborative and positive approach. Staff and students will respect and

listen to each other while sharing the responsibility of learning.

Our Strengths:
In addition to our amazing students, our dedicated staff, families, and community are what

make Manawa Elementary a great place to be. As a school that serves young learners from

4K-5th grade, we understand and value the uniqueness and talents of all learners. Through

our continual work with student achievement data, we as a school work hard to meet the

needs of ALL students.

Manawa Elementary School Principal:
Danni Brauer

State Report Card:
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Please use the following Department of Public Instruction site to access our school report

card: https://apps2.dpi.wi.gov/reportcards/home

Fast Facts: 2018-2019 *Please note this is the most recent data available
Grades K4-6

School Type Elementary

Enrollment 301

Percent Open Enrollment 2.7%

Race/Ethnicity

American Indian/Alaska Native 0%

Asian 0%

Black or African American              .3%

Hispanic/Latino 3.3%

White 93.4%

Students with Disabilities 16.6%

Economically Disadvantaged 41.5%

English Learners 2.0%

Ten Components of the Schoolwide Plan

I. Data/Conclusions (Needs Assessment)

Analyzing data is a daily practice at Manawa Elementary School.  Not only do the
interventionists review their students’ data often, but a building consultation team (BCT)
sits down each week to discuss our students’ progress. Teachers also have an hour and
a half early release time for data review and discussion each week.

This Comprehensive Needs Assessment will review our Standardized State Test data
(the Forward Exam) along with STAR data (our universal screener) and our Fountas
and Pinnell Running Record Assessment data.
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Forward Data

Overall Snapshot- *Most Recent Data* 2021 data will not be in until summer of 2021

Fountas and Pinnell Running Records (Fall/Winter) 2020-2021

Grade Percentage of Students
at/above benchmark

Percentage of Students
at/above benchmark

Grade K 13%

Grade 1 19% 35%

Grade 2 50% 60%

Grade 3 47% 46%

Grade 4 57% 63%

Grade 5 63% 77%

*District Benchmark is 40%
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STAR Reading Fall 2020 Winter 2021

Grade Level Percentage of students that
meet benchmark

Percentage of students that
meet Benchmark

1 (Early Lit Screener) 20% 28%

2 28% 29%

3 36% 37%

4 42% 45%

5 53% 50%

*District Benchmark is 40%

STAR Math Fall 2020 Winter 2021

Grade Level Percentage of students that
meet benchmark

Percentage of students that
meet benchmark

1 51% 70%

2 42% 58%

3 46% 47%

4 57% 62%

5 61% 56%

The data from our statewide assessment (The Forward) was not as positive as we were
hoping for.  It does appear that the number of advanced students has increased slightly
in both ELA and Math. Our percentages for basic and below basic are still too high as
our proficiency in ELA has decreased and maintained its level in Math.  We want to be
able to push our high achievers into the advanced category and keep all of our students
growing. We need to look to close the gap and analyze this data more in depth. Data is
analyzed on a regular basis, weekly (if not daily) in both instruction and intervention is
assigned based on student need.
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The Fountas and Pinnell running records seem to show growth in almost all grade
levels from fall to winter.  Some grades (grade 5) are close to our goal of 80%
proficiency.  Kindergarten and grade 1 show the lowest scores; however, we determined
that this grade took “the hardest hit” from being out of the classroom through the
pandemic.

The STAR screening data is showing a different snapshot of the growth of our students
in both reading and math.  While both areas are still in need of ample improvement, it
appears students are improving and that the number of students that were below grade
level in reading and math are decreasing in most grade levels.  With our added focus on
math achievement, it makes sense that our data is reflecting those improvements in
math.  We now need to establish a way to balance our instructional initiatives and
attention to all subject areas to bolster student growth.  Hopefully the newly formed
5-year district literacy plan and the new math materials that we are adopting and
implementing will help with this.

II. School-Wide Reform Strategies
There are many ways that the staff at Manawa Elementary School is working to improve
the quality of instruction.  The first is with our weekly early release Wednesday PLC time
. Grade level teams of teachers meet to work on pinpointing essential standards and
working on pacing guides.  The hope is to then discuss student data and adjust pacing
and instructional plans to meet the students’ needs. Along with this, teachers develop
common assessments to measure the success of students as they work through the
standards of each unit.

The staff at MES has discovered that our Forward assessment data shows we are
increasing in the number of students who are scoring Basic or Below Basic in the areas
of math and reading.  Because of repeated years of disappointing data, the SDM
(grades 4K-8)  is adopting a new math series.  Staff had an opportunity to review
several resources and made a decision to change to a new set of curricular materials
and receive training in new instructional techniques. Staff will also work with a math
specialist for coaching as they adjust to the new routines and procedures.

According to our Forward data, we are not doing as well in reading as we are in math.
We are dropping with the number of students who qualify for the Advanced level and
our Basic category is increasing. Part of this is that we, as a school, have spent so
much focus on helping to improve our struggling students that we have neglected to
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provide enrichment for our advanced students.  We are working to change this.  Two
years ago, we wrote/revised and adopted a Gifted and Talented Plan that sets some
guidelines for teachers and parents to refer students they feel qualify.  We have
identified these students in each individual class and are providing them Project Based
Learning opportunities during our intervention time each day.  These students also are
being challenged by working on reading and math programs that are adaptable to their
level of proficiency.

According to our STAR data, students are achieving growth in both reading and math as
the year continues, but there is still a long way to go to have all students at benchmark.
One of the strategies that we have implemented is to train teachers on how to look at
their individual student’s data and goal setting within the program.  If they take the time
to look at the exact skills that their students are doing poorly in, they can find resources
to help fill these gaps.  Taking a more active role in using the STAR data will hopefully
decrease the number of students falling into the category of below benchmark.

Another reform strategy we have used as a whole-school is to work to make our daily
intervention time (Wolf Time) more beneficial and useful for students.  Grade levels
meet every 8-10 weeks to see if students are being placed where they belong.  For
example, if a student shows they need math intervention in the beginning of the year
based on their previous data, but over the course of the first quarter they are making
large gains, they may be moved out of the intervention and receive basic math fact work
time or math enrichment.  The same goes for reading. Our teachers work with students
on comprehension and fluency in reading if their scores indicate they need that support.
If they do not, they are assigned a group for Project Based Learning opportunities.
Understanding that we need to make sure the system is “fluid” and able to change
according to data and student needs shows that we are cognizant and vigilant in making
sure our students’ needs are being met.

During the 2020-2021 school year, the SDM decided it was time to write and begin
implementing a District-wide literacy plan.  This plan will span five years, and it is a
combination of a glimpse at our current state, and goals and steps that outline our
desired state.  The elementary school will focus on the areas of Phonics instruction
using new materials (Really Great Reading) 4K-2 beginning in the fall of 2021.  All
grades at the elementary school will also incorporate an Interactive Read Aloud time
five days a week.  This piece of instruction will provide more opportunities for students
to hear quality literature as well as work on responding through writing and deeper level
thinking.  Classroom libraries are also getting some new resources with fresh and
updated titles.
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One last reform strategy to mention is the fact that our school offers a summer school
remediation program for our struggling readers and math students. Programming is
designed to be as individualized as possible to meet the specific needs of our struggling
students.  It is offered to anyone who signs up and wants to work on their skill deficits.
We do not require students to attend; however, if a student is falling below benchmark, it
is strongly encouraged that they participate.

III. Instruction by Highly-Qualified Teachers

All staff in the School District of Manawa are highly qualified.  Not only do we ensure
that staff have the correct license each time we hire for a position, but all our support
staff have either had classroom experience or have completed the Master Teacher
requirements.

Most recently, the pupil services committee has worked hard at identifying the qualities
for effective instruction.  This will be shared with current staff for personal reflection as
well as for newly hired staff to ensure they fit our expectations. Please find the complete
document below that identifies these qualities.

Effective Instruction
● Instructional Delivery

○ Teaching occurs in the middle of the learners
○ 80% student talk, 20% teacher talk
○ Technology is used in a purposeful and innovative manner
○ Lesson objective is written, verbalized, and reinforced throughout the

lesson
○ Real-world application and high order questioning; includes open-ended

questions
○ Differentiation of materials and lesson delivery
○ Student goal setting and student reflection

● Instructional Planning
○ Backward planning - start with the end in mind
○ Intentionally planning questions, transitions, content, differentiation, and

assessments linked to the standards
○ Collaborate with colleagues (interdisciplinary, specialists, guidance, etc.)

to ensure all student needs are met
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● Professional Knowledge
○ Demonstrates accurate knowledge of the subject matter
○ Knowledgeable of research/evidence-based practices

● Assessment for and of Learning
○ Formative assessment results are used to differentiate, inform, and guide

instruction
○ Summative assessments are written before the unit/lesson is taught
○ Timely feedback of assessment results to all stakeholders
○ Common assessments are used to measure learning

● Learning Environment
○ Builds relationships with students, parents, and colleagues
○ Creates an environment that is conducive to engaging all learners
○ Effective routines and procedures
○ Promotes digital citizenship

● Professionalism
○ Collaborates with colleagues to share responsibility for all learners
○ Networks with professionals in and outside the district
○ Reflects on instructional practices
○ Demonstrates appropriate communication with students, colleagues,

administration, parents, and community
○ Willingness to seek out professional development opportunities to grow as

a teacher

IV. High Quality and Ongoing Professional Development (may be included in
implementation activities)

The administrative team has taken up the task of writing a five-year professional
development plan for the school district. After looking at student achievement data
along with teacher perception surveys, the following has been determined as our focus
area and goals in which to measure our progress as shown on the following Plan on a
Page. Along with forward planning for professional development, the district also
provides some current PD for our staff. The elementary teachers receive STAR data
training to learn how to more specifically understand and use their student data. The
staff also participates in ongoing book studies on various topics. The reading specialist
also serves as an instructional coach and offers both reading and writing support for
teachers.

V. Strategies to attract highly-qualified teachers
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The School District of Manawa takes great pride in its staff and wants the very best
instructors. The district’s SAM (Salary Advancement Model) is a salary program that
allows us to remain competitive with surrounding school districts and provides
incentives for teachers to pursue professional development opportunities.

Below is the Hiring Process and Timeline for Hiring Effective/Quality Instructors for our
school district.

Hiring Process and Timeline for School District of Manawa

Posting Process
· Review position description
· Establish timeline for posting, interviews and approval of candidate
· Post internally via email by District Office Secretary simultaneously with external

posting; internal candidate requests transfer to a different position
· Post externally to WECAN and District Webpage to include qualifications and job

description (or local newspapers, radio, local t.v., etc.) by District Office Secretary
and send to Board of Education Members via email

· Develop interview questions
· Determine interview team(s)

Searching Timeline
· Post for at least two weeks or until filled
· Develop interview questions (drafted by District Administration with Admin. Team for

administrative and teaching positions; drafted by principals for support staff)
· Determine interview teams

● 1st Round for teachers is conducted by a combination of stakeholders to
include the principal, teachers, parents, and students (if age appropriate).

● 2nd Round for teachers is conducted by the Admin. Team.
● 1st Round for administrators is conducted by a combination of

stakeholders to include the superintendent, teachers, parents, and
students (if age appropriate).

● 2nd Round for administrators is conducted by the Board of Education.

· Review applications
· Conduct initial reference checks
· Call candidates for 1st round of interviews
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· 1st round interviews
· Call candidates for 2nd round of interviews
· Conduct final reference and background checks
· 2nd round of interviews
· Confirming interview with District Administrator (financial and district expectations)
· Recommend candidate to Board of Education

Transition Process
· Candidate to be introduced
· Transition plan developed and shared with candidate for a smooth entry into the
position
· Transition days to occur
· Position start day

Staff and Program Change Proposals

● November - Written proposal is submitted to District Administrator by principals
and directors for the following school year

● December – District Administrator compiles list of staff and program change
proposals

● December – Business Manager assigns dollar value to each change proposal
● January - Finance Committee meets with Administrative Team to balance

additions and reductions based on presenting a total balanced budget to the full
Board

● January/February – Full Board of Education approval of staff and program
changes as part of the balanced budget; apprise personnel affected by changes
prior to the Board meeting

● February/March – Create job descriptions, post new positions, and begin timeline
beginning at the beginning of this procedure

● March – Issue contracts
● April 15 – Contracts due

VI. Parent Involvement Strategies

The following is our school district’s policy for parent involvement:

9250 - RELATIONS WITH PARENTS
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The Board of Education believes that the education of children is a joint responsibility,
one it shares with the parents of the school community. To ensure that the best interests
of the child are served in this process, a strong program of communication between
home and school must be maintained.

The Board believes that it is the parents who have the ultimate responsibility for their
children's in-school behavior, including the behavior of students who have reached the
legal age of majority, but are still, for all practical purposes, under parental authority.
During school hours, the Board, through its designated administrators, acts in loco
parentis or in place of the parents.

The Board recommends that the following activities be implemented to encourage
parent-school cooperation:

 A. parent-teacher conferences to permit two-way communication between home
and school

 B. meetings of staff members and groups of parents of those students having
special abilities, disabilities, needs, or problems

 
C. special events of a cultural, ethnic, or topical nature which are initiated by

parent groups, involve the cooperative effort of students and parents, and are
of general interest to the schools or community

 
D. open houses in District schools to provide parents with the opportunity to see

the school facilities, meet the faculty, and sample
the program on a first-hand basis

  Each school in the District shall hold an open house at least annually.
For the benefit of children, the Board believes that parents have a responsibility to
encourage their child's career in school by:

 
A. supporting the schools in requiring that the children observe all school rules

and regulations, and by accepting their own responsibility for children's
intentional in-school behavior;

 B. sending children to school with proper attention to their health, personal
cleanliness, and dress;

 
C. maintaining an active interest in the student's daily work and making it possible

for the student to complete assigned homework by providing a quiet place and
suitable conditions for study;

 D. reading all communications from the school, signing, and returning them
promptly when required;

 
E. cooperating with the school in attending conferences, meetings, and

workshops set up for the exchange of information of the child's progress in
school.

© Neola 2006
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Manawa Elementary School recognizes the importance of the home and school
connection.  Student success is enhanced when students, parents, and teachers all
work together.  We strive to create a welcoming environment where families feel
comfortable and are confident that we focus on their child’s safety and success.

Typically there is a list of parent engagement opportunities listed below.

*Covid 19 and the forced school closure did not allow for any in-person
gatherings. Parents’ Nights and Family Engagement Opportunities will resume in
the fall of 2021.

VII. Transitioning Students

Manawa Elementary School offers an Early Childhood Program as well as a 4K
program.  The Early Childhood teacher makes sure that her students not only receive
the individual skills practice they need, but they are included in many of the 4K learning
opportunities as well.

In the past,  in coordination with our Title I program, the 4K team invited all parents of
incoming preschool students to participate in a family fun and information night.
Families had the opportunity to explore many different stations with hands-on activities
they could complete with their child. They also got a tour of the school, an opportunity to
meet the 4K teacher and principal, and ask any questions regarding their child and their
transition into school. There is also a summer school program offered for our students
both those going into 4K and those that are transitioning into kindergarten. These
activities could not take place this spring (2021) due to Covid 19 restrictions and not
having parents in the building.

Manawa Elementary School continues to work hard at helping the transition of our
students from fifth grade to the new Middle School, which is grades 6-8.  Students and
teachers take a day to tour the middle school and meet the teachers.  This is often a
time for many apprehensive students to get their questions answered and get a feel for
what to expect. As a district, we also offer a Summer School Transitions class for our
students where they learn how to use their locker, stay organized, test-taking skills, and
other useful strategies to make their transition to junior high successful. In addition, all
teachers in each grade fill out transition forms for students so that their next teacher is
aware of their strengths, needs, and any additional support they will need to provide to
ensure the students start the new year set up for success.
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VIII. Teacher Participation in Assessment Decisions

Beginning in the 2017-2018 school year, teachers are given an hour and a half each
Wednesday for PLC time. During this time, teachers can work with their grade level
team on reviewing student achievement data, goal-setting, and developing common
assessments. Teachers have also been given training on how to use our STAR
assessments to provide skill intervention or enrichment to our students. Having a key
role in analyzing and using data makes it more relevant for teachers so there is a strong
connection between data and the curriculum.

IX. Timely and Additional Assistance to Students Having Difficulty Mastering the
Standards

MES prides itself on our continually-improving RtI model.  A Building Consultation Team
meets weekly to discuss students that are not making gains or having difficulty
mastering the standards.  Teachers sign up to be part of the meetings and bring useful
data, so the team can implement skill aligned intervention and support.t. The following
link will take you to the District RtI Plan.

We feel it is critical to find our students strengths and weaknesses and create ways to
either help enhance their skills or improve their skills.  Because of this, thirty minutes a
day are set aside for Wolf Time.  Wolf Time is an opportunity to work on skill deficits with
a teacher that re-teaches and uses programs to close gaps, or it is an enrichment time
to work on Project-Based Learning opportunities to enhance our above-benchmark
students. Students that do need remediation for their skills are put into a Tier 2
intervention. They are given small group support from either a teacher or a math or
reading interventionist. We monitor these students using progress monitoring tools to
see if they are making improvements.

The most important part of our RtI process is that we realize that our groups of students
are always changing.  Grade level teams meet quarterly or sometimes sooner if there is
new data, and they determine their new groupings of students. This constant monitoring
and willingness to provide useful, tailored support for students makes our Wolf-Time an
imperative part of the school day.
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X. Coordination and Integration of Federal, State, and Local Resources

Manawa Elementary School utilizes its Title I resources to provide teachers who
specialize in reading and math instruction. These staff members work with all children in
the school, but they are the main resource people for students needing additional
support. In addition to these federal funds, MES uses other state and local resources to
best meet the needs of our students and our school’s mission.  Utilization of all these
resources follows federal requirements.

The following is a list of programs that have been made possible through state and local
resources:

● Free and Reduced meals for qualifying families (Free breakfast and lunch for
2020-2021)

● After School Care on Early Release Days
● School Counselor, Nurse, Speech Therapist and Part-Time Psychologist
● Special Education Services
● Physical and Occupational Therapy
● Seal-A-Smile Dental Assistance
● Routine screenings for hearing, vision, or academic concerns
● Growth and Human Development Classes
● Red Ribbon Week
● Project Backpack (food for families in need)
● Project Back-to-School Backpack (school supplies for students in need)
● Clothing Drive
● Summer School Program for extended learning opportunities
● Intervention materials and support programming for both gifted and at-risk

students
● PD opportunities for all staff
● PBIS incentive program
● Student Council

Dissemination, Review and Revision

This schoolwide plan will be shared at a staff meeting so that all elementary staff can
take part and ask any questions they may have.  The plan also gets addressed during
the Curriculum Committee meeting as well as at the school board meeting.  It will also
get linked to the district’s website under the Title I tab once it has been reviewed and
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approved.   Review and revision of this plan will take place annually.  Once the initial
assessment data is gathered during the next school year, the committee will begin to
meet and analyze the findings and begin the Needs Assessment to determine focus
areas. There will be meetings throughout the school year to reassess and add data and
new programming. The plan will continue to be shared with all stakeholders on the
district website.
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